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TORBEN™

IMPACT PROTECTION WITH CUT RESISTANCE AND A REINFORCED THUMB CROTCH
A flexible and highly visible glove with TPR impact protection zones and a nitrile foam sandy coating. Provides level C
(ISO 13997) cut resistance as part of the EN 388:2016 standard.

FEATURES
AA

HPPE, glass fibre and nylon liner provides level C cut
resistance (EN 388:2016)

AA

Flexible and soft 13gg liner provides excellent comfort

AA

Excellent grip with a nitrile foam sandy coating on
the palm

AA

Hi-viz yellow liner for efficient hand signalling in
poorly-lit environments

AA

Dense, moulded TPR protection zones on
knuckles, fingers, thumb and back of hand

AA

TPR zones are sewn to the liner for increased
resistance

AA

Reinforced thumb crotch for enhanced
durability

AA

Breathable back of hand to reduce perspiration

AA

Wrist well protected

SUITABLE FOR

CERTIFICATION

Typical Industries

Applications






 Demolition
 Drilling
 Extraction

Construction
Heavy Engineering
Mining
Oil and Gas

CAT II

EN 388:2016

4X43CP

See overleaf for explanation
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR USE
USE

LINER:
LINER:

Hagane
Coil®fibre
(Stainless
Steel/Nylon/Polyester)
HPPE, glass
and nylon

COATING:
COATING:

Foam
NitrileNitrile
foam sandy finish

COLOUR
COLOUR

Grey/Blue/Black
Yellow/Red

LENGTH
LENGTH(MM)
(mm)

220-270
dependent)
250 (size(size
dependant)

CUFFSTYLE
STYLE
CUFF

Elasticated
Elasticated, knitwrist

ORDERING DETAILS
DETAILS
ORDERING
SIZE
SIZE

CODE
CODE

8/M
6/S
9/L
7/M
10/XL
8/L
11/XXL
9/XL
12/XXXL
10/XXL

SKY842
SHOS3771
SKY843
SHOS3772
SKY844
SHOS3773
SKY845
SHOS3774
SKY846
SHOS3775

PACKAGING
PACKAGING

 Do not use in cases of chemical, electrical or
∙∙ It isthermal
the responsibility
of the end user and not the
risk
determine
glove
suitability for the
manufacturer
Store awayto
from
light and
humidity
intended use.
 Wash at 40°C max
Performance
level as
not between
guaranteed
∙∙ Storage:
Ideally stored
in per
dry EN388
conditions
10°C
andafter
30°Cwashing
in the original packaging and sheltered from
direct
Both
newDo
and
gloves
should be thoroughly
light.
notused
exceed
40°C.
inspected (especially after cleaning), before being
worn to ensure no damage is present
∙∙ Cleaning/Maintenance: Both new and used gloves
should be thoroughly inspected before being worn to
ensure no damage is present. If any damage is found
on the gloves they should be disposed of. Gloves
should not be left in contaminated condition if reuse
is intended in which case gloves should be cleaned as
far as possible. To clean, wipe with a damp cloth.
∙∙ Note: The performance characteristics of worn gloves
may differ from the results shown.

10 pairs
pairs per
per bag
bag
10
60 pairs per case
120 pairs per case

∙∙ CAUTION! Avoid using near moving machinery due to
entanglement hazard.
∙∙ Not recommended for use with liquid chemicals.

CERTIFICATION LEGENDS
CERTIFICATION
MECHANICAL HAZARDS
EN 388: 2016
PERFORMANCE LEVELS*
0-4

0-5

0-4

0-4

A-F

P

Impact Resistance
Straight Blade Cut Resistance (EN ISO: 13997)
Puncture Resistance
Tear Resistance
Circular Blade Cut Resistance
Abrasion Resistance
*If tests are not performed or are not applicable, ‘X’ will be placed instead of a number/letter

ABOUT
ABOUT GLOBUS
GLOBUS
World
World leader
leader in
in protecting
protecting hands,
hands, Globus
Globus serves
serves organisations
organisations with
with bespoke
bespoke hand
hand protection
protection solutions
solutions built
built from
from aa professional
professional range
range of
of high
high performance
performance protective
protective gloves.
gloves.
Globus
Globus is
is proud
proud to
to offer
offer bespoke
bespoke solutions
solutions that
that deliver
deliver robust
robust commercial
commercial benefits
benefits not
not just
just safety
safety improvements.
improvements. We
We have
have an
an enviable
enviable track
track record
record in
in helping
helping to
to
reduce
reduce hand
hand accident
accident rates
rates whilst
whilst delivering
delivering improved
improved comfort
comfort and
and productivity
productivity as
as well
well as
as waste
waste and
and cost
cost reductions.
reductions.
Globus
Globus applies
applies its
its expertise
expertise across
across aa spectrum
spectrum of
of industries,
industries, meeting
meeting and
and exceeding
exceeding aa diverse
diverse range
range of
of hand
hand protection
protection requirements;
requirements; from
from the
the rigorous
rigorous demands
demands
of
of the
the petrochemical
petrochemical and
and construction
construction industries
industries to
to the
the complexities
complexities of
of clean
clean room
room and
and aerospace
aerospace manufacturing.
manufacturing.
Find
Find out
out why
why leading
leading companies
companies rely
rely on
on aa solution
solution from
from Globus
Globus to
to help
help implement
implement aa comprehensive
comprehensive hand
hand protection
protection policy.
policy. Contact
Contact us
us today.
today.

EUROPE
EUROPE

MIDDLE
MIDDLE EAST
EAST AND
AND AFRICA
AFRICA

www.globus.co.uk
www.globus.co.uk
E:
E: sales@globus.co.uk
sales@globus.co.uk
T:
T: +44
+44 (0)161
(0)161 877
877 4747
4747
F:
F: +44
+44 (0)161
(0)161 877
877 4746
4746

www.globusgroup.com/gcc
www.globusgroup.com/gcc
E:
E: gcc@globusgroup.com
gcc@globusgroup.com
T:
T: +971
+971 44 882
882 9962
9962
F:
F: +971
+971 44 882
882 9963
9963
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The descriptions, characteristics, applications and photos are given for information purposes and do not constitute a contractual commitment. The manufacturer reserves the right to make any modifications it deems necessary.

